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Sustainability
Our commitment to protect the planet isn’t just something we talk about, it’s been in our DNA for over 10 years.

So, it was only natural that we take the same eco-friendly approach for our clients when creating new solutions for 
them. Having been the first to make LEDs the norm, to recycle our garlands and revolutionize our illuminations thanks 
to BioPrint - a recyclable and biodegradable material - we have also launched Recyprint, a range of decorations 
designed from plastic bottles.
We have 5 years of experience with this large format printing process, testing its resistance, making adjustments 
and mastering this tool, which we were the first to use in the lighting market. We also have our NORDIKA tree which 
looks just like a real Christmas tree but avoids deforestation and ORCHESTRA: the app that allows for smart, 
optimised illumination and electricity management.

Common sense and compassion also underpin how we behave as a business as we aim to significantly and 
sustainably reduce our carbon footprint.

We are taking action in this area including making our communication tools paperless wherever possible, recycling 
our waste, generating green energy at our wind farm, installing solar panels and replacing our fleet with hybrid 
vehicles. 
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Design is optimised and registered
to promote the luminous effi ciency of 
our product.

Our exclusive and secured fabrication 
processes afford us to ensure our 
Leds effi ciency during 2 years.

Thermal dissipation is maximised for 
longer LED life.

Phosphorus deposit is controlled for a 
uniform lighting effect.

MORE LUMINOUS

2 YEARS GUARANTEE

LONGER LIFETIME

UNIFORM COLOUR

Led +
The brightest 
Led on the market

Exclusive Blachere Illumination

By considering practical use in their innovative designs, our R&D department have devised the allnew
LED+ in both static and slowfl ash editions to make your projects come alive!
Our new and exclusive LED range is the outcome of a long-term collaboration with Nichia®, the
world leader in LEDs.

See our full range of
LED+ garlands, icicles and curtain lights. 
They can be connected with Octoplus® by Blachere accessories.
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